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Abstracl. This survey paper focusses on the main theoretical issues in today's man-machine
sysfemtresearch anb'aiplications. The lollowing problem areas are-discussed: (1) modelling
hlman perlormance and mental workload, with identifying the state of the art as well as major
methodblogical difficulties; (2) task allocation and decision support, with a human-centred
perspoctive on @operative problem solving, integrated automation, and distributed decision
hafing in leams; (3) man-machine intertaces, with outlining some presentation and dialogue
issues] (4) design'froblems, with stressing the need of early active participation of man-
machinelsystemJ sirecialists and the usefulness of guidelines; and, finally, (5) evalu.ation and
experimenial validaiion, with covering laboratory and field evaluations, with covering laboratory
anb tietO evaluations, expeririental design and validation, as well as model-driven
experimentation. The importince ol man-machine-systems contributions to the design of better
technical systems and their user ac€eptability is emphasised.
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l.INTRODUCTION

The complexity ol industrial processes has enormously
been increased during the last decades' This tendency
originates from a number of reasons, such as

the scale enlargement ol modern plants,
the required specifications dealing with the product
quality, the energy conservation, the environmental
pollution control, and the safety of the plant' and
finally
the progress in process control and informatics
creating totally new possibilities.

This essential change in process operation has led to
the delinition of new human operator tasks. In just two
decades, human manual control became much less
important and human supervisory control developed as
the main concept lor man-machine interactions. The
tasks of the human supervisor are predominantly
cognitive ones, and contain at least the following six
subtasks [Sheridan, 1980, 1992]:

the monitoring ol all data presented to the human
supervisor,
lhe leaming and interprstation of the data
present€d,
lhe process tuning orset-point control orteaching
of lhe process in normal circumstances,
the intervention into the process for instance during
abnormal process conditions,
the lault management during malfunctioning ol the
plant, and finally,

the planning, such as for starting-up and shutting
down the plant.

All the above changes in complexity and requirements
of industrial process plants, in automation concepts ancl
lechnologies related to new syst€ms, computer and
software engineering approaches, as well as in the
tasks of the human operator(s) showed the evidence ol
a number of theoretical problems in man-machine
systems more c lear ly .  Concepts of  cogni t ive
engineering and human-centred design approaches
evolved as possible answers to these problems. They
suggest that human information processing behaviour
as well as knowledge and goal structures of the human
operator(s) have to be investigated. The results need to
be applied in advanced automation and decision
support systems as well as in advanced man-machine
interfaces, in order to guarantee enough flexibility and
iob satisfaction lor the human operator(s) which are
prerequisites for safe systems operation.

A discussion session with the same title as this survey
paper was held during the 11th IFAC World Congress at
Tallinn, Estonia, in August 1990. The three authors of
this paper and S. Franzfn from Sweden were lhe
panelists in that discussion session. This survey paper
includes some of the material presented at Tallinn, but
turther elaborates it and tries to tocus on the main
theoretical issues in today's man'machine systems
research and application. Particularly, the following
problem areas were identified:

modelling human performance and mental
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workload,
- task allocation and decision support'

man-machine interfaces'
design problems, and
evaluation and experimental validation.

These problem areas wi l l  be d iscussed in the
subsequent sections of this paper. Evaluations and/or
experimental validations of suggested improvements in
man-machine systems are indispensible because, at
lasl, we are dealing with an applied and experimental
field of research and development when trying to
contribute to better man-machine systems in industrial
and public domains.

Methodologies to evaluate and to validate human
behaviour have been developed in great detail in
manual control. However, the state of the art is totally
difterent in supervisory control [Stassen, Johannsen,
Moray, 19901. The high complexity of the plant and the
vague def  in i t ion of  the subtasks o l  the human
supervisor as mentioned above may be ol crucial
significance. lt is therefore that some special attention is
focussed on the phenomenon of complexity [Stassen,
19921, before one is able to touch again the evaluation
and validation of supervisory control behaviour.

In a recent article, it was stated that complexity is directly
related to the combination of four factors [Tolsma, 1991]:
great numbers, diversity, coupling, and interaction. This
statement is difficult to delend; with a system theoretic
apoproach, one might come to the following analysis.
The factor of great numbers deals with the number ol
functions a system satisfies, whereas the factor of
diversity may be interpreted in two different ways: either
it means the different functions, or it means flexibil i ty.
Finally, the factors of coupling and interaction are
synonymous wilh static and dynamic interaction. Hence,
one can argue that complexity is mainly dependent on
two factors: the number of functions and the interaction,
and the design of a system is the optimisation of a
criterion where complexity and flexibility are weighted.

By analogy with the well-known Richter-scale lor
earthquakes, one can define a scale from 0 unti l 7,
describing the degree or intensity of complexity,
whereby complexity is assumed to be dependent on at
least two factors. Therelore, one defines lines where the
complexity is constant, in the surlace described by the
coordiriate system of degree ol interaction over number
of functions. These lines are called the lso Complexity
Curves, the lCCs. In Fig. 1, seven lCCs are proposed; in
the left lower corner, the O-ICC is drawn, in the right
upper corner, the 7-lcc. lt wil l be suggested that this
ciassilication of complex systems can be taken as a

basis for developing a methodology to standardise
evaluation and validation studies.

2. MODELLING HUMAN PERFORMANCEAND
MENTAL WORKLOAD

The basic problem in modell ing human performance
and mental workload is to conceptualise a theory that
allows one to smoothly and consistently move from the
characteristics ot the human to those of the system (the
machine). While human and machine have essentially
ditferent characteristics (and there is no implication that
we need machine-like models of humans) we should be
able lo describe or model those in a consistent
analytical framework. Many of the mathematical
formal isms that  we have are wel l -su i ted to the
description of machines and machine behaviour, but
are not  wel l -su i ted to the descr ipt ion of  human
behaviour.

Nevertheless, it can be stated that, with regard to human
performance models, the goal of conceptualising such a
iheory has been achieved in manual control to a certain
exteni [McRuer, Jex, 1967; Kleinman, Baron, Levison,
1971 ;Stassen et al., 19901. However, the mathematical
formalisms for describing human supervisory control
behaviour are still tar away from what is desired; not any
human performance model, mathematical or verbal, is
able to fit human supervisory control behaviour, even
not for just one of the six sub'tasks as mentioned in
section i. One of the major reasons may be the lact that
all human performance modelling is based on the exact
knowledge of the system dynamics, on well-delined
tasks, ahd on knowledge of the statistics of the
disturbances [Kalman, Bucy, 196'l ; Conant, Ashby'
1970; Francis, Wonham, 19751. However, to what extent
are these presumptions or hypotheses correct? In fact'
one may even question whether it is at all possible to
describ6 human supervisory control behaviour by
qeneral and accurate models [Stassen et al.' '1990]. The
iarge amount of models which has been reported for the
sii subtasks, and which are based on control and
idenlif ication theory, detection and queueing theory'
fuzzy set theory, expert and knowledge based systems'
and-artificial intelligence concepts, obviously show that
no unique solution wil l be found.

Another view which supports what just has been
argued, is based on the three-level concept of human
cognitive behaviour [Rasmussen, 1983, 1986], where a
distinction was made between a targel-oriented Skill-
Based Behaviour, SBB, a procedure oriented Rule-
Based Behaviour ,  RBB, and a goal -contro l led
Knowledge-Based Behaviour, KBB. This qualitative
model can be used in order to classily human operator
tasks. lt is widely accepted that manual control tasks
and intervention tasks in stationary process conditions
mainly lead to SBB, whereas monitoring, interpreting,
and teaching a plant in stationary as well as in non'
stationary conditions are most often RBB. Fault
management and p lanning are not  easi ly  to  be
classified [Johannsen, 1988]. They require not only
knowledge of the tasks to be performed, but also appeal
to the creativity and intelligence of the human operator,
hence, they lead to KBB. The Table 1 shows that
different subtasks are performed at different cognitive
levels and, as a consequence, simple models as
val idated in  manual  contro l  cer ta in ly  cannot  be
expected to be developed for  superv isory
contro l .Another  aspect  that  compl icates human
performance modell ing is the otten extremely vague
definit ion of tasks, a situation where the human's
creativity is explicit ly required. This yields some very
contradictory and intriguing statements, i. e.:

lf human creativity can be modelled, one can no
longer speak about creativity; in fact one might say
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Fig. 1. Complexity defined as depending on the
numbers of functions and the interaction. ln
the figure, the lso Complexity Curves are
indicated f rom 0 to 7. (atler Stassen, 1 992).



Table 'l . The relation between human behaviour and human operator lasks. The number
of indicates the significance of the relation (Stassen, Johannsen, Moray, (1990).
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Control
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Intervention lnterpreting

Monitoring
Teaching Fault Manag

Planning

SBB

RBB

KBB
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that the cognitive level of KBB is shifted to that of
RBB.

- A good and practical system design should be
robust tor erors, however, one hopes for errors in
order to stimulate human creativity.

A design is always the result of some kind of
optimisation according lo a more or less well-defined
criterion, in this case a critsrion where performance of
human and system are weighted with the costs, i. e.
mental workload. Unfortunately, the state ol the art in
mental workload modelling is even worse than that in
performance modell ing. Since Moray organised a
workshop on mental workload, theory and applications
in 1978 [Moray, 1979], a lot of work has been
performed, but a profound theory is still not developed
lHart, 1987; Stassen et al., 1990]. The only goal
achieved at this moment is a number ol applicable and
ralher consistent measuring methodologies [Wickens,
1984; Harl, Wickens, 19901. New critical reviews of
workload research may be hslpful but will not solve the
problem. lt is necessary to derive a conceptual model of
mental workload on lhe basis of the integration of all
existing matedal. The
satisfaction
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3. TASK ALLOCATION AND DECISION SUPPORT

3.1 Human-Centred Perspective of Cooperative
Problem Solving and Integrated Automation with
Embedded Decision Support

Considering the six subtasks ol the human supervisor,
one may argue that ths most important tasks are lault
management and planning. In particular for these tasks,
creativity of the human supervisor is required or, in
terms of Rasmussens's three level model, KBB occurs.
This yields that there is a need to support the human
supervisor not only at the SBB- and RBB-levels but also
al the KBB-level; see Fig. 2.
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Fig.2. Decision suppon systems classilied
according to the three-levd model of
Rasmussen (after Sheridan, 1987).

All kinds of decision support systems, including expert
systems and knowledge-based systems, have been
proposed and developed. lt is amasing to see how
much effort has been put into the design of those
systems, and how litt le t ims was spent tor their
evaluation and validation. Several tactors can be raised
as possible causes. To start wiih, scientists and in
particular computer scientists, are designers of lools
and systems; it is their joy forever to creats new
systems. Probably, and hopefully, this attitude will
change at the moment one realises that their products
are not used the way it was expected. Often, these
decision support systems degrade the human to
someone who has to supply missing data or
knowledge, and has l inally to acc€pt one problem
solution or may be allowed to select among a few
alternalives.

A much more prominent problem is the user-machine
problem. As said before, the human supervisor needs to
possess a correct internal representalion of the process
to be supervised, of ths tasks to be performed, and of
the disturbance statistics. ln analogy, the designer of the
decision support system needs to know how the user
wil l use such a system, hence, the designer of the
decision support system needs to build up an internal

within this conceptual model context. ln addition, the
question to what extent the internal representation, i. s.
the knowledge available to the operator, plays a role in
mental workload and also in performance is quite
important. The whole issue is ol high practical use for
evaluating alternative man-machine system designs,
particularly also those with computer-aided decision
suppon.

From the literature, Table 2 can be reconstructed lHart,
1984. The lable gives a global view on the state of the
art in available human performance models and mental
workload measurement techniques.

Table 2. Models for human performance and mental
workload, as a lunction of the process
conlrol mode.
SBB = Skill-Based Behaviour; RBB = Rule-
Based Behaviour; KBB = Knowledge-Based
Behaviour.
+ = available; o = to a certain extent
available: - = not available.
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Fig. 3. Extended operator.(user) Interlace Management System structure for dynamic
technical systems (after Johannsen, 1992).

representation of the behaviour of lhe user. This asoect
is often forgotten or neglected; honestly, it should be
noted that this problem is extremely dilf icull to handle,
and solutions are nowadays still not available. Another
factor is the evaluation and validation of decision
support.systems. The fact that this activity is very time-
consuming, where a general approach is not available,
often leads to not doing it at all [Van Daalen, 1992].
Late.r, in section 6, som6 more att6ntion wili il'paid tb
this important aspecrt.

The lunction and task allocations in complex man-
machine systems need to consider ditferent behavioural
levels and information processing phases of human
and automat ic  contro l l ing and 

'problem 
solv ing

[Johannsen, 1991, 1992]. Within an dxtended Ooeraror
(UseQ Interface Management System architecture, the
functionalities of the technical system include those of
the technical process, the traditional automation
(computer supervision & control), and the comouter

support (decision support based on application and
operator modelling). This architecture ist shown in Fig. 3
and, with more detailed hierarchical levels, in Fig. 4.

The term integrated automation is also used for this
concept. The man-machins interface is lett out in Fig. 4
for reasons of simplicity; it is ouil ined with 

- 
its

presentation and dialogue levels in Fig. 3 and wil l be
discussed in section 4 of this paper.

The function and task allocations have to be achieved
under consideration ol all the possibilities available with
the capabilities of the human operato(s), the different
decision support systems, and the supervision & control
system. Starting from a human-centred perspective, a
cooperative problem solving approach is very much
needed. The cooperation is meant between human and
machine problem solvers.  In  any case,  the main
responsibility lies with the human problem solver. Thus,
several types of cooperation with ditferent degrees of
machine subordination can be thought of. Examples as
shown in Fig. 4 are the applicatioh-oriented d'ecision
support systems for fault diagnosis, particularly those
which combine human and computer  redsoning
processes based on test procedures, value histories,
and transition networks [Borndorff-Eccarius, 1990].
Other examples which are more operator-oriented
decision support systems were developed as operator's
S;sociates for procedural support and intent recognition
[Rubin at  a l . ,  1988;  Sundstrom, 1991;  Johannsen,
19921. ln order lo improve such cooperative systems,
the knowledge structures and the problem solving
strategies of humans as well as their cognitive biases
and delicits need lo be better understood for a number
of different application domains. The difficult and time-
consuming techniques of knowledge elicitation in
cognitive task analyses have lo be further elaborated
[Johannsen, Alty, 1991] and have to be applied in order
to serve the requirements of cognitive modell ing of the
human problem solver. The conceptual models, iuch as
that of Rasmussen [1983, 1986j, have to be further
elaborated, extended and/or modified, and at least
partially validated. The final objective can be a form of
dynamic task allocation lor cooperative problem solving
where the machine serves the human by knowledge
enhancement and by interactive procedurai support.

New approaches exist for evaluating human errors on
the key-stroke level, lor checking the consistencies of
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inDut sequences, and for intent or plan recognition
tl-ieBler, 1989; Johannsen' 19921. These approaches
ian be based on models of correct task execution. For
lurther development, it will be important to introduce the
natural fuzziness of task execution into such models.
Fur thermore,  the quest ion ex is ts  whether  the
recognition of human errors on higher cognitive levels
will be at all possible, or whether we reach limits of our
understanding. Understanding human error as well as
the limits of our understanding is of major practical use
with respect lo our responsibility for the control of
complex man-machine systems. lt contribules also to
tho cooperative problem solving approach mentioned
above.

Ths introduction of systems that learn or, at least, have
lheir knowledge base change with time creates further
problems. Consider the case that several identical
decision support systems - each with the same
knowledge base -  are insta l led in  d i f lerent
d€partments of an organisation. ln lhe beginning, there
is indirect coordination among the decision support
systems. Bul as time passes and the knowledge base
evolves dilferently in the ditferent systems, the indirect
coordination wil l disappear with the possibil i ty now
presenl that contlicts and instabilities may be cr€ated
within ihe organisation We need a theoretical
lramework that allows us to allocate resources -
human and machine resources - dynamically to tasks
whilo maintaining information consislency and indirect
coordination. To develop such a theory we need to
understand bolh the human aspects and the machine
aspecls and merge rhem together - not the one being
an aftedhought of the other. Such a theory should apply
equally well to systems consisting of a single human
with a single machine and to teams of humans with
distributed machine systems.

3.2 Distributed Decision Making in Teams of Humans
with Computer Support

A more complex problem arises when computer
support, in the lorm of a decision supporl system (DSS),
is introduced in an organisation. Let the organisation
represent a team and let the task allocation be such that
th€ team engagos in distributed decision making. This
means that  the decis ion problem has been
d€composed into indiv idual  subproblems,  each
assigned to a different organisation member. However,
these subproblems musl be solved in a coordinated
manner to produce the organisational response. The
decision support system may contain a number of
fealures: it can conlain a centralised or distributed data
base lhat the individual decision makers can access; it
probably includes a communication system that allows
the different team members to interact - to
communicate direaly and lo exchange data and results;
and it may also include decision aids that can support
the tasks of individual members. The presence o{ the
decision support system raises two design problems,
both at the theoretical and the practical level.

The first problem, and the most obvious one, is lhe
intoraction of each individual team member with the
decision support system itself, seen as a decision aid.
The original task, allocated to that particular team
member, will now be shared with the machine. This is a
classic allocation problem; what does lhe human do
and what does the machine do? The result ot this
allocation leads to the definit ion of the Human-
Computer  Interact ion (HCl)  problem. Note that
designing the HCI can follow general theoretical
principles based on theories of cognitive processing
and on human factors research, but that the actual
design is very dependent on the answer to the
allocation problem between the human and the
machine. Embedded in this well defined problem is a
more subtle one: the mannsr in which the decision aid

is used. While there is a whole spectrum of interactions,
it is convenient to describe three distinct modes. Clearly,
the decision maker may ignore the decision aid - he or
she may not query the data bases or not use the
inlormation it provides. While this is an extreme case, it
is a definite possibility, especially if the support system
has been designed in such a manner that the task can
be performed wilhout the use of the decision aiding
capabilities of the support system. The other exlreme
occurs when the interaction between the human and the
machine follows prescribed steps - the operational
concept requires that the human interacts with the
machine in order for the next step in the process to be
enabled. The machine is not just supporting the
decision maker, it carries out some parts of the decision
making task itself. Some forms of this interaction may be
labelled supervisory control - the decision aid acts as
a controller and the human decision maker intervenes
by issuing commands to the aid or resetting parameters,
as appropriate. The third mode is, of course, lhe more
interesting one. The decision aid plays a consulting
role: the decision maker consults the aid and then he
may  o r  may  no t  use  the  i n f  o rma t i on  o r
recommendations provided as to the preferred course of
action.

The three modes are shown schematically in Fig. 5. The
bold lines indicate the flow ot task related activities. ln
Fig. 5 (a) the decision maker carries out his task without
interacling with the aid or without availing himself of the
services ol the decision support system (as indicated by
the dashed lines). In Fig. 5 (b) one ol the possible
variants between an integrated operation belween a
human and a machine is shown. The task is received by
the decision maker, he carries part ot the task, then
conlrol is transferred to the machine by the human. The
machine does its part ol the task and transfers
inlormation and control to the human for completion of
the lask. The dashed line between the two-oart model of
the decision maker indicates that the human cannot
bypass the machine and carry out the task without it.

Task Task
Input a- D""i.j-;l output

\-/--.-l naater J-\-/______
Unused

lnteraction

DSS i ,l DSS
lnput 1ffi]fr1 output

Fig. 5 (a). Unaided decision maker.

Task
Input

H-C
Interaction

DSS
Output

Fig. 5 (b). Integrated human-computer inleraction.

The third Fig. 5 (c) shows the case that the human-
computer interaction is optional: the decision maker
chooses to query the decision aid (or consult it) and
then uses or ignores the output of the aid. This gives
more flexibil i ty to the decision maker but it also
increases his mental workload: in addition to processing
the task itself. he now has to make additional decisions
regarding the proper use of the decision aid and of the
results it produces. This phenomenon is called meta-
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Fig. 6. Task allocation be!ry99n human (denoted by capitar letters) and compurer
(after Sheridan, 1980).

The pres€nt way of designing man-machine interfaces,
Supervision and control syslems, decision supporl
sysl€ms, and/or control rooms are as follows.' The
indusl r ia l  managemsnt  del ines the product
specifications, on the basis of which the process
engineer develops the process. Then, control engineers
design the control and satety systems, hardware 

-as 
well

as soflware. and they often also determine which
information will be displayed by the interlaces in the
control room, and which variables can be controlled by
the human supervisor. Moreover, they often indicate the
lay-out of lhe control room and its man-machine
interfaces. Sometimes, the human factors, ergonomics,
and man.machine system disciplines can contribute to
th€ design at this phase. However in many cases, no
influence ot these experts is requested d 4il. Thui, in
the .overall design process, ergonomists or man-
machine-system specialists usually have to cope with a
man-machine inlerface already fully determin6O Oy ttre
control €ngineer, in this way leaving open only
questions .concerning the definitidn ot supervisbry tasks,
lhe recruitment, training and selection ol obtential
operators, and the classical human factors adpects of
displays and controls. This procedure wil l 

' lead 
to

conflicts in the allocation of tasks between operator and
machin€, among others because the mdn-machine
systems discipline is called in at a loo late phase of the
design process ot the control room. In faci, the design
process should be achieved just the other way aroun-d,
in starting with a correct allocation of the tasks to be
performed. This tact, combined with the consequences
of the ongoing aulomation, the vital role of the human in
supervision of the plant and the necessarv multi-
disciplinary approach, have asked for the devejoomenr
of man-machine guidelines.

The purpose of these guidelines is not to replace the
specialised knowledge ol the designer, nor to iome to a
standardisation which often delays progress in new
developments of hardware and soiware. However, it is
iust to point out the need for a particular multi-
disciplinary expertise atall levels of the decision making
in the design process [Stassen, 1984; Gilmore et ali
19891. In this way, for example, the EWIGS-guidelines
were developed by the members of the European
Workshop on Industrial Computer Systems durin! the
period lrom 1981 unti l 1906 [Scanldn, 1981; Wirstad,
i982; Stassen et al., '19861. Of course, these and other
guidelines may be helpful, but they are certainly not an
adequate answer to the task allocation problem. What is
needed is a methodology for building up models to
describe the allocation ot tasks.

A methodology, lull of expectations, is probably lhe one
which is based on coloured petri nets tBoettbher and
Levis, 1982; Levis et al., 19921. with this'method, tasks,
task interactions, and organisational structurss can
qu-antitatively be described [Levis, 1988]. ln addition, the
effectiveness and the safety of systemssupervised by a
human supervisor can be estimatsd. The sirong poini ol
the method is that system and human behaiiour are
modelled with just one method in the same way.

6. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

6.1 l-aboratory and Field Evaluations

There is a very limited experience in the evaluation and
validation of man-machine interfaces and decision
support syslems in an op€ratiorral environment.
Extensive laboratory evaluations will have to orecede
evaluations of systems in the real world. In particular, it
may be helpful to survey the experiences in'the field of
medical diagnosis with reference to the use of expert
and. knowledge-based systems [Van Daalen, 1992]. The
evaluation of man-machine interfaces and all kirids of
decision.support systems is cursed with problems, many
of which cannot easily be solved. Direct oracticdl
problems are the large amount of variables, ihe wide
range of these variables, the typical human cognitive
prop€rties such as memory and adaptivity, the dEcrete
and ahrupt.changes in behaviour, ine very seldomly
occur ing d is turbances,  and the t ime-6onsumin!
processes of carrying out evaluations or ol even runnin!
more formal experiments. All these problems vield thit
rather seldomly evaluations and vilidations bl newly
designed man-machine interfaces and decision support
systems are performed at all - even more seldomly
they are performed in a rigorous way.

However, evaluation.studies should be a continuous
process which has to be carried out in parallel with the
development  of  any man-machine system and,
particularly, of its man-machine interfice and all
technical subsystems. In the beginning, evaluation will
be directed towards obtaining infoimation for the
improvement of the system; laler on, an evaluation will
be aimed at investigating whether the system satislies
the design objectives. lt also implies ttraf ttre evaluation
will move from inlormal studies to formal investioations.
The informal studies include expert evaluat'ions in
cognitive task analyses, knowledge elicitation, and
participative system prototyping [Johannsen and Alty,



0ecrsron making.  The three types of  in leract ions have
been studied by Weingaertner  (1989),  Grevet  (1988)
and  Pe rdu  (1991 ) .

the interface - to "match impedance". The ouestions o1
where that  boundary should be and whether  the
boundary should be fixed or f lexible with resoect to a
wide var iety  of  tasks or  even changing wi th t ime,
contribute to the issues ol task allocations and decision
support systems (as described above). Additionally, the
issues of the organisation of the inlormation flow across
the boundary and the form of  the in format ion
presentation are very important. The investigations ol
the man-machine interfaces in the narrower sense have
to deal with these problems. Following the UIMS (User
Inter face Management System) concept ,  d ia logue
issues can be separated from presentation issues [Alty,
Johannsen, 1989; Johannsen, 19921. The presentation
issues are concerned with displays and controls as well
as wi th knowledge-based graphics support .  The
dialogue system may also contain knowledge-based
modules (e. 9., so-called dialogue assistants) which
relate to the different subsystems of the machine -
inc luding a number of  d i f ferent  decis ion support
systems - and deal with local knowledge about these
subsystems for observing and controll ing the dialogue
information flow, and for picking up loose ends of
dialogue in case of priority interrupts.

A lot of basic research results exists in the literature [e.
9., Gilmore et al., 1989; Diaper et al., 1990; Fejes et al.,
19921. Nevertheless, there is sti l l  a need of practical
guidelines for the design of intormation presentation in
control rooms, particularly when hundreds of pictures
are needed by the operators. This aspect will be taken
up again in section 5. One question is: what is the
appropr iate mixture between paral le l  and ser ia l
inlormation presentation? This question is mainly ol
concern lor the organisation of the graphical output of
the technical system. However, it may also be of interest
for the organisation of inputs into lhe technical system,
par t icu lar ly  when the inputs are a lso graphical ly
supported, e. 9., as with touch-screens [Hartz, Borys,
1 9901.

5.  DESIGN PROBLEMS

A thorough systems approach in design is necessary
which suggests a goal-oriented top-down procedure
supported by bottom-up means [Gilmore et al., 1989;
Rouse, 19911. The design ol man-machine intertaces
and ol decision support systems requires at least a well-
defined task. Then, on the basis ot such a task
description, one may design intertaces and support
systems by taking into account, on the one hand, the
dynamics of the system to be supervised and, on the
other, the capabil it ies and limitations of the human
supervisor. Hence, the underlying problem is again that
of a responsible allocation of tasks between man and
machine, as has been elaborated already in section 3.
This task allocation is deoendent on the amount of
automation intell igence applied [Sheridan, 1980] and
can be of help at all three cognitive levels which are
shown in Fig. 2. A taxonomy of the introduction of
aulomation intell igence in the design of a controlled
process is shown in Fig. 6; it elucidates that the choice
of the degree of automation intell igence is to be based
on the cognitive processes the human supervisor is
able to achieve.

For a long time, it was believed that the automation level
could be chosen a-priori by the designer. However, in
the practice ol the real world, it is experienced that this
approach fails; it is too simple. The needs for help which
have to be supplied by the designer may differ among
the human operalors and the expected process control
modes, and they may vary in time. Theretore, the
deqigner cannot decide and just make a choice. At
least, the system to be developed should be flexible,
and probably it is even necessary to make the system
adaotive to the circumstances.

Task

Fig. 5 (c). Optional human-computer interaction.

The second problem has to do with the interactions
among the decision makers. There are three types of
interactions thal can be identified in distribuled decision
making. Each one of lhem imposes ditferent inlormation
exchange and communications requirements that the
support system must meet. The first type is the
exchange of information regarding the state of the
system, as seen by each decision maker. This can be
cal led in format ion shar ing and helps indi rect ly  in
coordinat ing the d is t r ibuted decis ion making by
broadening the situation assessment of each OeClsion
maker: it reduces the difterences in their estimales of the
system state. Note lhat in a distributed svstem. each
decision maker may be seeing only a few'of the state
variables and some aggregates of the rest of the
variables. The second type is the exchange of results or
resul ts  shar ing.  In  th is  case,  a decis ion maker
communicates to others what he is going to do (or what
decision he has made) rather than describing them
what he perceives the situation to be. Note that the
advantage of this approach is that it reduces the
communicat ion requi rements and corresponds to
communicat ing the indiv idual  contro l  act ions to the
members rather than their oart of the state. This
approach provides a more direct means of coordinating,
provided the various decision makers share common
mental models of the system's operation so that they
can interpret the control actions correctly. The reduction
in communication is counterbalanced by an increase rn
the cognitive processing - the interiretation of the
controls. In very broad terms, it can be interpreted as
inferring from the control what the state was that led to
that decision. The third type of exchange is a direct one
in which one decis ion maker issues orders or
commands to others.  In  most  d is t r ibuted decis ion
mak ing  env i ronmen ts ,  t he re  i s  an  embedded
hierarchical structure - a shift supervisor, a controller, a
fo reman ,  o r  a  manager .  These  a re  spec ia l
communicat ions that  rest r ic t  the opt ions of  the
subordinates; lhey reduce the cognitive load of the
subordinates by reducing the number of alternatives
(sometimes down to a single alternative as is the case
of a direct command) and by reducing the mental
workload associated with situation assessment. lt may
increase, however, the workload of the supervisor,
mitigating the advantages of distributed decision
making. Computer support in an organisation makes
possible all these types of interactions that support
coordination. This is a design problem that cannot be
left to chance given a task allocation solution. This type
of problem is being investigated both theoretically and
exper imenta l ly  under the rubr ic  of  coordinat ion in
decis ion making organisat ions [Lu and Levis ,  1991;
wang et al. 19911.

4. MAN-MACHINE INTERFACES

A key problem in man-machine systems is  the
determination of the boundary between the human and
the machine and the manipulation of the boundary -

6.
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19911.  However,  some of  these techntques have been
developed to a fairly high degree of formality during the
last years. The tormal evaluation of knowledge-based
systems in field studies wil l involve the validation,
whereby it should be shown to a satisfactory degree that
the behaviour of the system is correct with respect to the
specifications prescribed tor the system [Shwe et al.,
19891.  Fur thermore,  the user  in teract ion should be
investigated, and the performance of a system in a
laboratory environment should be evaluated, where
safety, accuracy, reliabil i ty and transferabil ity are
important. Here, it should be noted that lormai f ield
evaluat ions should only  be carr ied out  af ter
demonstrating superior performance in a laboratory
experiment. Only a few systems have reached the level
of maturity which is required to justify a field evaluation.
Examples, in the medical f ield, which have undergone
field evaluations may be found in the literature [Adams,
1986; Sutton, 1989; Munay, 19901.

Field evaluations should involve investigations of the
efficacy of the system in the target environment by
measuring the impact of system use on the quality of lhe
user's decisions and the impact of the system on the
results of the user's task oerformance. Furthermore. the
human-machine interaction is ol utmost imoortance and
should be evaluated also. lt will involve assessments of
the acceptibility and the usability of the system and of
the quality of the human-computer interface. Cost-
benefit analyses shoulil be carried out, and the impact
on lhe organisation and the social environment as well
as legal and ethical aspects should be assessed.

Just to give an example, in the evaluation of the efficacy
of a decision support system, the lollowing classilication
can be used as a framework of the evaluation: Selection
of the goals for evaluation; the experimental setup,
conta in ing the choice of  the exper imenal  uni t ,  the
specification of the control group, the selection of the
test input, the selection of the way to enter the test data,
the specification of a standard of performance, and the
specification of the variables to be measured; the
analysis of the results; and finally, the bias and the
confounding variables. Altogether, it is clear that an
evaluation study is a large and very time-consuming
activity. lt is, therefore, obvious that a standard
methodology has to be developed in order

to decrease the evaluation time and effort;
to comDare results obtained from diflerent
processes, process control modes, and process
circumstances, hence lrom brocesses with diflerent
degrees of complexity; and 

'

to compare results obtained at diflerent locations
and laboratories.

ln order to come to such a standard experimental set-
up, one may consider the concept of the lso Complexity
Curves. At the moment that different Drocesses -
different in terms of the number of functions to be
supervised and of the degree of interaction - can be
standardised by the lso Complexity Curves mentioned
earlier, one could develop a methodology to measure
performance as a iunction of the lso Complexity Curve
value. Hence, standard processes, such as the Generic
Power Plant or the Will iam's plant for the chemical
industry, can be categorised by the lso Complexity
Curve number and, thus, by a certain performance
index. To what extent this philosophy can be extended
to mental workload studies is difficult to be estimated
but, at least, it should be given a trial.

In those cases where the degree of complexity is very
high, measures can be achieved in order lo decrease
the degree of complexity experienced, such as the
reduction of the number of components lTolsma, 1991],
cancell ing out the interactions by decoupling [Van der
Veldt and Van den Boomgaard, 19851, presenting
information about the interaclion by means of predictive

displays [Veldhui jzen and Stassen,  1977;  Johannsen
und Govindaraj, 19801, or by using afi if icial intell igence
concepts as done in integrated automation or plant-
wide control [Johannsen, 1991, 1992].

It is believed that by simulation for each lso Complexity
Curve, performance and mental workload indices can
be found and, thus, a more or less standardised
procedure can be achieved. However, lhere are many
very practical problems in executing this type of
research; to mention the most important ones:

The facilities to simulate a control room, a process
to be supervised, a series of realistic disturbances,
and the tasks to be achieved are rather expensive,
in terms of hardware and software. ln addition. it
requires a very good feedback from industry.
The training of potential subjects is very time-
consuming; often, one cannot replace the actual
human operators by just students.
In particular, human performance on very seldomly
occuring disturbances, as it may happen in nuclear
power plants, is extremely difficult to be estimated.
Note that time scaling is mostly not allowed at all.
The practical definitions of pertormance and of
mental workload indices are difficult to be achieved.

6.2 Experimental Design and Validation

Experiments involving several human decision makers
and computer simulalions are generally complex and
diff icult to design and control. One of the diff iculties is
the large number of parameters involved. A second
diff iculty is determining which parameters should be
held fixed, and which ones should be varied and over
what range. A third problem is that the participation of
human decision makers in the experiment precludes the
execution of a large number of trials. While there is a
strong tradition of experiments with single decision
makers, no useful guidelines lor experiments with
decision making teams are available. In mosl cases, if
the task is complex, the organisation is a simple one,
while if the organisational structure is complex, the task
is very simple. This is nol a satisfactory situation,
especially when the real problems today involve small
decision making teams employing complex procedures
to monitor and control complex engineering systems.
Examples of problems include air traffic control, the
control of energy systems (nuclear power plant control),
or the control of a highly automated manufacturing
olants.

In order  to design a contro l lab le exper iment  in  a
complicated environment, a model is necessary for
determining appropriate variables which ought to be
controlled or measured. In the physical sciences and in
engineering, procedures have been developed over the
years lor using models to design experiments. For
example, lo address the problem of many parameters
and the problem of physical scale, dimensional analysis
has been developed and is  rout inely  used in
mechanical and aeronautical engineering (Hunsacker
and Rightmire, 1947). This well established technique
from the physical sciences has been extended to
include the cognitive aspects of the distributed decision
making environment (Jin and Levis,1992).

A dimension is lhe measure which expresses a physical
variable qualitatively. Fundamental dimensions are the
primary dimensions which characterises all variables in
a physical system. For example, length, mass, and time
are fundamental dimensions in mechanical systems. A
dimension such as length per time is a secondary or
derived dimension. lf the dimension of a physical
variable cannot be expressed by the dimensions of
others in the same eouation. then this variable is
dimensionally independdnt.

8.
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The Joundation of dimensional analysis is the principle
of Dimensional Homogeneity, whiih states that if an
equation truly describes a'physical phenomenon, it
must.be dimensionally homogeheous,' i.e., each ol its
aootttve terms should have the same dimension. The
basic theorem of dimensional analysis is ttre,rlneorem,
also called Buckingham's theorem which states that i, apnystcat process is described.by a dimensionally
homogeneous re la i ion involv in!  n d imensional
variables, such as

x1 = f (x2,  x3, . . . ,  xn )  (1)

th€n there exists an equivalent relation involving (n_k)
dimensionless variables, such as

n1 = F( 12, ng, .... nn_y) (2)

where k is-usually equal to, but never greater than, the
numDer of tunclamental dimensions involved in the x,s. lt
is clear from comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) that the number
ot Independent variables is reduced by k, where k is the
maximuln number of  d imensiondl ly  independent
variables in the relation. The rc theorem irovidei a more
etficie-nt way to organise and manage tl.ie variabtes in a
spectftc problem and guarantees a reduction of the
number of independent variables in a relation.

To apply. dimensional .analysis to decisionmaking
organisations, the lundamental dimensions of th6
variables that describe their behaviour must be
determined. A system of ihree dimensions is shown in
Table 3 that is considered adequate for modeling
cognitive workload and bounded ralionality. Th;
approach was applied first to a 1988 experimeni lLouvet
q l  a | . , .  19BBl  to demonstrate the 'appl icat ion of
9lT:t'91?t anatysis to. rhe experimentai investigation
9199.1!d€q rationatity. The purpose of rhe singte_person
expenment was to investigate the bounded-ratibnality
cons_traint. .The experimental task was to select the
smailest ratio from a sequence of comparisons of ratios
consisting ot two two-digit integers. Two ratios werepresented to a subject at each timie. The subiect needed
to oecroe the smaller one and tc comparg it with the
next incoming ratio until all ratios werJcompaieO anO
rne smalest one was found. The controlled variable (or
manipulated variable) was the amount of time allowbd
to perform the task. The rneasured variable was the
accuracy ol the response, i.e., whether the correct ratio
was selected.

Table 3. Dimensions for Cognitive problems

Dimension Symbol Unil
'llme

lnformation
(uncertainty)

Task

T

I

s

bit

symbol

the information processing rate F, if the workload is kept
constant. However, lhe bounded rationality constratnt
limits the increase of F to a maximum value Fp"r. When
the allotted time for a particular task becomes so smallthat the processing rate reactre, F;;;, further
decrease of the allotted time will cause periormance todegrade. The performance drops eithbi because atlcomparisons were not made or'because errors weremade. lt was hypothesised that the bounded rationality
constraint F6sx is constant lor each individual decision
maker, but varies from individual to individuat. The
bounded rationality constraint can be expresr"O 

"s
Fs Fmax = G/Tw- (g)

where Try" is the minimum allotted time before
performance degrades significantly. G and Try- vary lor
different tasks, but F,ns, should remain conitant for a
decision maker, no malter what kind of tasks he does.Th.erefore, significant degradation ot pJitormance
lnotcates that the allotted time appro'aches T*..
Observation ol this degradation during the experiment
attows the determinatlon of the timi thre;hbld and,therefore, lhe maximum processing rate, provided theworktoad associated with a spdcific 

't5si 
can oeestimated or calculated.

The application of dimensional analysis reduces thecomplexity of the equations and facilitites eiperirental
oeslgn and anatysis. properly designed eiperiments
ustng dtmensional  analys is  prov ide s imi l i tude ofexperimental condition fo'r diffbrent combinations ofdimensional variables which result in tne samJvalue ofp's. Simititude reduces the number ot triaiJ needed.
,Tjl^-t: : ,.major .advantage wrren itre- physical
(otmenstonat) experimental variables cannot de set atarDttrary vatues. This technique addresses all theproblems stated earlier but one: the pr;btem of
:."1":.ll9.t:_fnses of .variabtes to oe cnaigeb ouring
rne expenment so lhat the behaviours of interest can becaptures by a limited number of trials. This is a practical
consideration given the difficulties associated with using
many teams ol trained decision makers over many trialsl
Model-dr iven exper imenta l  design is  one usetut
approach to this problem.

6.3 Model-Driven Experimentation

The experimental design starts with the development of
a modet Jhat represents the experimenl. Th'e model
contatns Modets of the individual decision makers, the
decision strategies that each team memblr nas
avattabte, the protocols of interactions between ream
members and the task the team is to execute. The
model also contains in an explicit lorm the experimental
variables that are to be manipulated and the'measured
variables that are to be 

.collected 
in the actual

experiment. Finally, the model contains the data
processing and analysis techniques that will be used in
determining the validity ol ihe hypotheses being
investigated. In simple terms, the model simulates the
9lp-qt_iT9.l! and. generates pseudo_data. One key
consicteration in the above approach is lhe need for th6
assumptions embedded in the model to be consistent
with those underlying the actual experimenl. This is
difficult to achieve in general, but ii is essential. For
example, human dicision makers may exhibit behaviour
that is not included in the model 

-(they 
may selecl

strategies outside the range assumeiJ in-the riodel or
they may use past experience - memory - vrhile the
mooet assumes memoryless operation).

Running a smal l -scale p i lo t  exper iment  may be
necessary at this stage to determine the ranoes tor
certain time variables for which no theoretically derived
quantitative estimate is available. For exampl'e, it may

The contro l led var iables were the number of
comparisons in a sequence, denoted by N, and the
allottecl time to do the task, denoted by Tw. For each
value of N, Tw took m values with constant increment.
The performance was considered to be accurate or
gor1g.cl, if the sequence of comparisons was completed
ancl if the smallest ratio selected was correct.

The hypothesis to be proved in that experiment was that
Inere exists a maximum processing rate for human
decision makers. When the allotted t'ime is decreased,
ll:r^1yjll be a time bgyond which rhe time spent doing
tne task will have to be reduced, if the execJtion of th6
task is to be completed. This will result in an increase in



not be possible to predict lor a particular cognitive task
the minimum amount of t ime necessary to carry it out
correctly. A separate single person experiment may be
run tor this type of task to obtain an estimate of the
minimum time: this estimate is then used in the team
model where members carry out similar cognitive tasks.

Simulations and analysis are then used to predict team
performance for various values of the controlled
variables. Specifically, the simulations may indicate lor
what combination of Darameter values a discrete
change in behaviour can occur. This information is used
in the actual experiment by assuring that these sets of
values are included in the experimental program. In the
actual experiment, it is the dimensionless groups thal
are manipulated. This is very usetul because the
parameters that reflect human characteristics cannot be
manipulated at  wi l l ;  however,  lhe envi ronmental
parameters can be manipulated by the experimenter so
that the dimensionless group takes the required set of
values. The predictions from analysis and simulation
results lead then to the formulation of ouantitative
hypotheses that can be tested experimentally.

This engineering-based methodology is feasible and
practical and was shown to be applicable to the design
of model-driven experiments in team decision making; it
has actually led to the formulation ol hypotheses and to
the design of  an exper iment ,  and has guided the
collection and analysis of data for proving or disproving
the hypotheses [Jin and Levis, 1992]. A special class ot
organisations was considered - a team of well-trained
decision makers repetit ively executing a set of well-
defined cognitive tasks under severe time pressure. The
cognitive l imitations of decision makers imposed a
constrai nt on organ isatio nal perf ormance. Perf ormance,
in this case, was assumed to depend mainly on the time
available to perform a task and on the cognitive
workload associated with the task. When the time
available to perform a task is very short (time pressure is
very high), decision makers are likely to make mistakes
(human error) so that performance will be degraded.

The experimental results showed, as predicted, that the
accuracy of the response decreases as the available
t ime to do a task is  reduced.  The var iat ion in
oerlormance is less belween different teams than
between different individual decision makers within a
team, which means lhat organisational pertormance is
more predictable than individual performance. ll has
also been found that degradation of accuracy as a
function ol available time is less abruPt for organisations
than for individuals. lnteraction among decision makers
in an organisation compensates tor differences in
individual performance characteristics. These results
are consistent with the oredictions from the theoretical
model. Furthermore, the critical value of the ratio of
response time to available time for doing a task is an
observable measure of the bounded rationality
constraint. Therefore, this ratio, which is observable
from simple experiments, can be used in development
of f uture organisation designs as a key design
parameter.

In this section, it has been shown that the use of
computer simulation and analytical models, when
combined with engineering techniques for large scale
experimentation, provide a feasible approach for
addressing the need for reliable and repeatable
exoerimental data on the behaviour of team members
execut ing complex tasks in  the context  o l  an
engineering system, an environment in which team
members interact with the system and with each other
through man-machine interfaces.

7. CONCLUDING REMAHK

This paper clearly shows that we lace several unsolved

problems in our  mul t id isc ip l inary l ie ld of  man-machine
systems.  Basical ly ,  the most  severe ones are
dbtermined in some way by our l imited understanding of
the higher cognitive behaviour of humans. Ol course,
we nebd a lot of luture research and good ideas to
imorove this situation.

However, we also outl ined here the many facets ol
available knowledge. Maybe, the main statement which
we can make is that all experts ot our discipline should
be courageous and strong enough lor applying our
know-how in real systems and for training designers
and managers about it. lf we hesitate because ol our
limited knowledge, other people wil l continue to build
new technical systems with much less or even no
knowledge about the man-machine relationship.
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